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ABSTRACT
As technologies to defend against phishing and malware often impose an additional financial and usability cost on users (such as
security keys), a question remains as to who should adopt these
heightened protections. We measure over 1.2 billion email-based
phishing and malware attacks against Gmail users to understand
what factors place a person at heightened risk of attack. We find
that attack campaigns are typically short-lived and at first glance
indiscriminately target users on a global scale. However, by modeling the distribution of targeted users, we find that a person’s
demographics, location, email usage patterns, and security posture
all significantly influence the likelihood of attack. Our findings represent a first step towards empirically identifying the most at-risk
users.
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INTRODUCTION

Email-based phishing and malware persist as a major security
threat, with hundreds of millions of attacks occurring daily [6]. The
targets of these attacks are not uniformly distributed. Journalists,
politicians, activists, and business owners alike face heightened levels of risk [26, 36, 38]. In response, tailored protections have started
to emerge for “at-risk” individuals, including Google’s Advanced
Protection Program [22] and Microsoft’s AccountGuard [40]. A key
challenge in this space, however, is automatically identifying who
is at-risk, as applying heightened protections to a broad user base
incurs both a financial and usability cost [12, 14, 35].
Prior efforts to measure risk have focused largely on identifying
which populations are most susceptible to deception. This includes
understanding who falls for phishing or malware lures [15, 50] or
what visible cues induce a person to click on a dangerous link or
attachment [24, 29, 32, 50]. The ultimate goal of these studies has
been to develop better education materials or to design better warnings for all users [1, 15] rather than to tailor protections to users
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based on their personal level of risk. Additionally, most of these
studies rely on controlled lab simulations of attacks, as opposed to
real-world threat data.
In this work, we present a measurement study of the factors that
correlate with a higher likelihood of receiving email-based phishing
and malware (i.e., being “targeted”). We derive our findings from 1.2
billion phishing and malware attacks sent to Gmail consumer users
over a five month period. We first explore the anatomy of modern
e-mail based phishing and malware campaigns in terms of their
scale, duration, and reach. We then build on these lessons to infer
which user attributes correlate with a higher risk of being targeted.
Our model takes into consideration an individual’s demographics,
security posture, prior risk exposure, and various email engagement
metrics.
During our measurement window, we find that attackers targeted, on average, 17.0 million users every week with hundreds of
thousands of campaigns that last a median of just one day. These
attacks follow a skewed distribution: 10% of phishing campaigns accounted for 76% of phishing attacks, and 10% of malware campaigns
accounted for 61% of malicious attachments. Attackers broadly targeted users around the globe as part of their campaigns, with the
majority of targets residing in North America and Europe. While
90% of attacks occurred in English, we show evidence that some
attackers localize their efforts. For example, 34% of attacks that
targeted users from France occurred in French, and 78% of attacks
that targeted users from Japan occurred in Japanese.
Based on our model, we find that a gamut of factors correlate
with a heightened risk, including where a person lives, their age,
and their account hygiene. For example, the odds of receiving phishing or malware are over five times higher for users whose email
address and other details were exposed in a third-party data breach,
compared to users unaffected by data breaches. In some countries,
the odds of attack is over twice that of the United States, such as
the Democratic Republic of Congo or Australia. Likewise, the odds
of being attacked increases with age, with people over 65 years old
facing 1.50 times the risk compared to 18–24 year olds who face the
lowest risk. Our measurements act as a first step towards understanding how to evaluate personal security risks. Ultimately, such
estimates would enable automatically identifying, recommending,
and tailoring protections to those users who need it most.

2

RELATED WORK

Empirical Studies of Attacks. Several researchers have developed frameworks to measure spam [31], phishing [45, 55], and
malware distribution campaigns [8, 27]. In contrast to our work,
these studies focus on understanding the inner-workings of the
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ecosystem from an attacker perspective, and do not provide insights about the impact these campaigns have on computer users.
Only a few studies have questioned whether users who are targeted with spam have a different risk profile than those who are
not. Two small-scale experiments (using under 300 email accounts)
showed that spam is not randomly distributed, but targeted towards specific groups. For example, age, income, nationality, and
the way the email account was exposed on the web (e.g., linking an
account to a social network) were found to influence the amount
of spam received [25, 39]. A separate study of email traffic logs
received by a large UK ISP showed considerable disparity between
the proportions of spam received by addresses with different first
characters [11].
Some security entities such as Kaspersky, RSA, and the AntiPhishing Work Group also routinely publish reports on the proportion of users who experience phishing and email malware attacks [4, 56]. While similar in spirit, such reports are not directly
comparable to our study as they are based on the subsection of computer users that elect to purchase security software. These samples
may thus be significantly biased towards the geographical areas
where such products are marketed and sold, and a set of users which
may have different levels of security awareness and risk profiles
compared to the general computer user.
Lab-based Susceptibility Studies. More relevant to our work,
are studies that aim to identify the vulnerable population and the
characteristics that predispose users to various adverse security
outcomes [16, 34, 41, 46, 51]. With respect to phishing, most research focuses on understanding the risk factors that predispose
users to be susceptible to phishing. These studies are typically modestly sized in-lab user studies (ranging from 20 to 10,000 users) on
specific populations (e.g., university staff or students) and cover a
wide range of tasks and experimental designs. Several studies focus
on identifying cues that individuals use to distinguish phishing
emails from legitimate ones [13, 15, 16, 47, 58]. Others consider
user attributes such as demographics, personality traits, habits, and
situational factors as predictors of susceptibility.
Demographics are a frequently-studied dimension which has
generally been found to be an important predictor of susceptibility, however there is disagreement regarding the magnitude and
directionality of the effects (e.g., which age groups are more at
risk) [24, 28, 29, 32, 41, 46, 50]. A wide range of other characteristics have been put forth as increasing susceptibility. Among them,
impulsivitiy in making decisions [7, 17, 30], receiving a large volume
of emails [57], users’ curiosity [5, 43], and risk propensity [43] were
all found to increase susceptibility to phishing attacks. Given the
small sample sizes, diverse subject pools and experimental designs,
it remains difficult to draw general conclusions.
Security, Usability, and Personalization. Prior work has shown
that phishing attacks often have a disparate impact on their targets,
suggesting a need for personalizing defenses to protect the most
at-risk users [9, 46, 51]. Such personalization becomes necessary
since requiring additional defenses often means imposing additional
usability costs on users [12, 14, 35]. Our study presents a first step
towards designing a system that automatically identifies the subset
of users requiring such heightened protections.
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Attack type
malware
phishing

Total emails

Breakdown

679,835,204
531,970,560

56.1%
43.9%

Table 1: Summary of phishing and malware emails in our
study, collected from April 7—August 31, 2020.

3

METHODOLOGY

Our measurement study relies on anonymized data collected from
Gmail consumer users betwen April 7—August 31, 2020. In total, our
dataset includes approximately 1.2 billion emails flagged as phishing
and malware and, on average, 17.0 million weekly targeted users. In
what follows, we describe the origin of the phishing and malware
labels, the associated user and attack attributes we use to model
risk, and the anonymity constraints that shape our methodology.

3.1

Detecting Attack Targets

Our dataset includes a weekly snapshot of users who received at
least one email flagged by Gmail’s automated classifiers as phishing
or malware.
Phishing Detection. We define a phishing email to be one which
contains a URL identified as phishing by Google Safe Browsing [21].
As detailed in Table 1, our dataset contains 531,970,560 phishing
emails. We caution this is an underestimate of all email-based phishing, due to the possibility of evasion and detection latency [44], as
well as non-URL phishing.
Malware Detection. Gmail applies a suite of proprietary anti-virus
scanners to all email attachments [52]. As detailed in Table 1, our
dataset contains 679,835,204 emails flagged as malicious by these
scanners. We note that Gmail blocks the receipt of executable attachments by default [20], limiting attacks mainly to compressed
files and documents (e.g., Office documents, PDFs). Attackers leverage the built-in code execution capabilities of these formats, such
as VBA for Office documents, or JavaScript for PDFs.

3.2

User Annotations

The crux of our study is to understand what attributes or behaviors
place an individual at higher risk of being targeted with email-based
phishing or malware. We consider a variety of potential factors
ranging from demographics, security experience, and email usage
behaviors.
Demographics. We consider two coarse-grained demographic features for each user in our dataset: their age and the country from
which a user accesses their account [19, 23]. Due to anonymization,
the ages in our dataset are stratified into 10 year segments starting
from “18 to 24” and ending with “65 or older”. Previous studies
have shown that age is a factor in susceptibility [37, 46], which
we hypothesize may lead to higher rates of targeting by attackers.
Likewise, age and country of access correlate with wealth, which
we hypothesize may also be a factor in targeting due to financial
incentives for attackers [3, 54].
Security Posture. We annotate each user with whether they have
adopted some form of two-factor authentication (e.g., SMS, device
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prompts) for their Google account, or established an account recovery mechanism via a secondary email account or phone number.
These features allow us to examine whether users who are aware
of their elevated risk status adopt critical account hygiene protections that would help protect against phishing attacks and some
malware [14].
Prior Risk Exposure. We identify users who have personally suffered a data breach that exposed their email. Specifically, we flag
email addresses in our dataset that also appear in a dataset shared
from a previous analysis [55], which as of 2020 includes over 4 billion credentials. Understanding a user’s prior risk exposure allows
us to evaluate whether attackers harvest personal information from
data breaches, in turn placing such users at elevated risk of future
threats. Due to the lack of viable remediation options, data breaches
may expose users to lasting harms beyond password exposure.
Devices & Engagement. Our final class of attributes includes a
user’s Gmail activity level (High, Medium, Low, or Inactive, based
on quantiles of monthly usage statistics), whether a user relies
solely on a mobile device, or solely on a computer. We rely on these
features to understand whether certain classes of devices place users
at higher risk of targeting, as well as to control for the possibility
that a higher risk of attack may merely result from higher usage
patterns. Finally, device usage may also be an indicator of socioeconomic status (SES), where mobile devices are more accessible
than computers among low SES individuals [2].

3.3

Attack Annotations

We also leverage our dataset to understand how attackers tailor
and distribute their phishing and malware lures.
Campaign Identifier. We use a cluster identifier produced by
Gmail based on a similarity hash of the content [10]. We rely on this
clustering to track the size and duration of phishing and malware
campaigns across multiple weeks, if at least 50 users were the target
of the campaign per week.
Language. For emails containing text, Gmail detects the language
of the email. In total, roughly 89% of phishing and malware emails
in our dataset have an associated language.

3.4

Data Anonymity Constraints & Ethics

All analysis was executed on Google’s infrastructure and each result
was aggregated and anonymized. The researchers involved in the
study never had access to raw Gmail data. To this end, we could only
examine a single week of data at a time to prevent tracking users
over the course of our measurement. These constraints mean that
a frequently targeted user may appear in multiple weekly samples.
Furthermore, when examining user attributes for modeling risk,
we had to ensure that at least 50 users shared the same collection
of attributes (e.g., country of access, device type, age) to avoid
modeling or de-anonymizing any single user. This corresponds
to a k-anonymity constraint of 50 over a Cartesian product of all
features [53]. Due to these constraints, we had to limit our analysis
to discretized or coarse-grained features in order to not fall below
our anonymity threshold.
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3.5

Limitations

Apart from the aforementioned limitations, we also note that our
measurement period overlaps with the COVID-19 outbreak. This
raises questions on the ecological validity of our results compared
to prior time periods, as email providers like Gmail have noted a
higher prevalence of spam and phishing during the outbreak [33].
We caution against interpreting the results of our analysis outside of
this COVID-19 period. Our methodology, however, remains viable
during any time period.
Lastly, we make extensive use of Gmail’s proprietary detection
and labeling systems throughout this study. We caution this may
introduce biases due to false positives and negatives in detection,
or more subtly, variations in detection accuracy across regions or
campaign structure. However, with billions of attacks in our corpus,
our analysis can at least shed light on the targeting strategies of
known threats today.

4

ATTACK ANALYSIS

We examine how attackers orchestrate phishing and malware campaigns, including the scale, duration, and reach of attacks. We find
that a majority of campaigns span less than one day, with attackers
predominantly focusing their attacks on North America and Europe.
These measurements lay the foundation for our risk modeling.

4.1

Volume of attacks

We provide a weekly breakdown of the phishing and malware attacks covered in our study in Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively. In
both cases, attacks are bursty, with the volume of attacks increasing
by 500% at times from week to week. At its peak, we observed 117
million phishing emails targeting 41 million distinct users during
the week of May 11, 2020. Across every week, the median targeted
user received just one phishing email and 10% of targeted users
were attacked at least five times. By comparison, malware campaigns were largely absent prior to July 20, 2020, totaling fewer
than 500,000 emails per week. However, following the return of
the Emotet botnet [18], we observed a peak of 224 million malware
emails targeting 46 million distinct users. Emotet is a malware family that serves as a multi-stage dropper for other malware families.
The botnet’s orchestrators rely on Office and PDF documents as
the initial infection vector, with multiple different variants emerging and disappearing since 2014. Repeated attacks with malware
were more frequent, with 25% of targeted users receiving five or
more emails with malicious attachments in a given week. Based on
our results for both phishing and malware, we opted to model all
users who received at least a single attack, rather than a smaller
population of higher-risk users (5+ attacks).

4.2

Campaign Size and Duration

Over the course of our measurement period, we observed a total of
406,002 distinct phishing campaigns and 1,724,160 malware campaigns. Both classes of attacks exhibit a highly skewed distribution.
The top 10% of phishing campaigns account for 76% of phishing
emails, while the top 10% of malware campaigns account for 61% of
emails with malicious attachments. As shown in Figure 3, phishing
and malware campaigns vary widely in size. We find that 91% of
phishing campaigns distribute fewer than 1,000 emails, and 99.9%
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50M

60%
40%

1

Percentile

40%

1

of campaigns fewer than 10,000 emails. Malware campaigns on
the other hand appear tactically smaller, with 99% of campaigns
generating less than 1,000 emails.
The majority of campaigns are brief, as shown in Figure 4. We
observe that 89% of malware campaigns last just one day, whereas
the median phishing campaign lasts three days or less; 80% of
phishing campaigns last less than one week. This short duration
is likely a direct response to attackers attempting to re-configure
campaigns to evade detection. Absent cycling to new campaigns,
traffic to phishing pages has been found to disappear within a few
hours after detection [45].

Reach and Localization

Attackers largely focus their phishing and malware attacks on North
America and Europe, as shown in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. 1
For both classes of attacks, the United States receives the highest
attack email volume. The top targeted countries identified in our
five month observation window closely match victims of phishing
kits and keyloggers from 2016–2017 [55], as well as the phishing
victims identified by a large financial institution from 2019 [45].
This suggests that the dynamics behind targeting have remained
stable over time.
1 Due to our anonymity constraints, we are unable to normalize attacks per capita, as
we cannot count unique users across our weekly analysis windows.
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Figure 2: Weekly volume of malware attacks, in terms of
emails sent and number of distinct users targeted.
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Figure 3: CDF of the volume of emails observed over the
course of campaigns.
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Figure 4: CDF of campaign durations, measured in terms of
the number of days each campaign was active (x-axis truncated from maximum of 146 days).
When examining the localization of attacks, we find that attackers compose 83% of phishing emails and 97% of malware emails
in English. However, we do observe some attempts at localization
as shown in Table 4. In particular, 34% of attacks targeting users
in France involve emails composed in French. Similarly, 78% of attacks targeting users in Japan involve emails composed in Japanese.
These results are primarily driven by phishing attacks, in which
targeting appears to be more prominent than in malware attacks.2
This suggests a bifurcation of targeting strategies: broad-based campaigns where attackers target users globally, as well as localized
campaigns where attackers focus on specific countries.

5

EXPLORING INFLUENTIAL RISK FACTORS

Despite the dynamic nature and reach of phishing and malware
campaigns, we nevertheless are able to identify several stable attributes that correlate with a higher personal risk of attack. We
discuss each risk factor in detail and explore potential explanations.

5.1

Model Generation

We model the risk that a user is targeted by either phishing or
malware on a given week as a binomial distribution Yi ∼ bin(ni , πi )
2 See

Appendix, Table 6 and Table 7 for localization data separated by phishing and
malware, where localization is largely absent from malware.
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Country
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Phishing emails

Breakdown

Country

United States
Japan
India
United Kingdom
Brazil
Spain
France
Canada
Australia
Indonesia

127,852,455
49,315,177
30,454,888
20,555,605
16,481,347
16,355,335
12,310,909
9,168,380
8,833,911
8,431,852

28.4%
10.9%
6.8%
4.6%
3.7%
3.6%
2.7%
2.0%
2.0%
1.9%

United States
United Kingdom
Australia
Netherlands
France
Spain
Belgium
India
Sweden
Finland

Other

150,879,314

33.5%

Other

Table 2: Top 10 countries by volume of phishing.
Country

Malware emails

Breakdown

320,628,618
82,779,864
40,707,850
39,566,141
28,976,576
25,888,990
11,756,854
4,747,387
4,251,462
4,240,147

51.2%
13.2%
6.5%
6.3%
4.6%
4.1%
1.9%
0.8%
0.7%
0.7%

62,132,420

9.9%

Table 3: Top 10 countries by volume of malware.

English

Dutch

French

Japanese

Portuguese

Spanish

Other

Australia
Canada
India
United Kingdom
United States

91.8%
94.0%
97.6%
96.9%
95.1%

0.0%
0.0%
0.1%
0.1%
0.2%

6.6%
3.1%
0.2%
1.0%
1.0%

0.3%
0.7%
0.4%
0.3%
0.5%

0.1%
0.3%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

0.2%
0.5%
0.1%
0.1%
0.2%

0.9%
1.5%
1.5%
1.4%
2.9%

Netherlands
France
Japan
Brazil
Spain

83.1%
65.1%
20.5%
32.2%
73.5%

6.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%

8.6%
33.8%
0.1%
0.2%
17.7%

0.5%
0.3%
78.2%
0.2%
0.2%

0.1%
0.1%
0.0%
66.8%
0.1%

0.1%
0.2%
0.0%
0.3%
7.4%

0.9%
0.6%
1.2%
0.3%
0.9%

Other

75.9%

0.2%

3.8%

1.1%

0.4%

5.2%

13.3%

Table 4: Localization of all phishing and malware attacks combined in terms of the proportion of emails sent to each country.
using a logarithmic link function using R’s GLM library [49]. We
consider each week to be an independent sample—as most attack
campaigns last only a short period (as we show in Section 4) and due
to our anonymity constraints—and run a separate logistic regression
for each week. We define a targeted user to be one who receives
at least one malware or phishing email in a given week, and treat
all users who did not receive any phishing or malicious emails as
baseline, low-risk users. We note that false negatives will result
in some targeted users being included in the baseline group. We
caution that this will cause our model to potentially underestimate
effect sizes for attributes that place users at higher risk of attack.
Due to processing constraints, we rely on a 10% random sample
of baseline users. We note that a logistic regression is robust to
this sampling without any need to re-weight [48]. The model’s
covariates consist of the user attributes detailed in Section 3.2. Our
model allows us to assess the influence of a user attribute while
controlling for other potential explanatory factors.
Given multiple weeks and variation between weeks, we average
the results across our entire analysis period and report the weekly
average (µ) and standard deviation (σ ) of the odds ratio for each
covariate in Table 5.3 We note that all reported values are significant
with p < 0.0001. Our model includes over 200 countries, however
3 Figure

5 in the Appendix shows the complete distribution of odds ratios resulting
from each of the weekly models summarized in Figure 5.

we report coefficients for only the top 10 countries with the highest
odds that met our significance threshold for at least 14 weeks of
our study.

5.2

Exploring Risk Correlations

Country of Access. We find that the country where a user accesses
Gmail represents a considerable risk factor. The highest risk countries are concentrated in Europe and Africa, with average weekly
odds ranging from 1.14 to 2.64, however the specific countries and
exact odds vary substantially week by week, as detailed by the high
standard deviation in relative odds. Overall, 16 countries exhibited
a higher risk on average than the United States, even though the
United States is the largest target by volume of emails.
Age. We find that the odds of being targeted increase slightly with
each subsequent age group (µ = [1.29, 1.64]). For example, the odds
of someone 55-64 experiencing an attack is, on average, 1.64 times
that of an 18–24 year old. One possible explanation is that attackers
specifically target older users, potentially due to their reported
higher susceptibility to deception and coercion [37]. Alternatively,
these older users may have larger online footprints, thus making
discovery of their accounts easier.
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Security Posture. We find only a nominal difference (µ = 1.34)
between the odds that someone with two-factor authentication
enabled will experience an attack versus password-only authentication. This suggests that many users who are at risk of attack
have yet to enable additional protections. At the same time, we find
that users who have proactively established a recovery mechanism
face a higher odds of attack (µ = 2.34). These users would likely
be better protected by strict two-factor authentication.
Prior Risk Exposure. Users with personal data exposed by thirdparty breaches face far higher average odds of attack (µ = 5.20).
This suggests that attackers actively harvest data breach information, both for enumerating email addresses, but also potentially
for demographic information in order to identify a user’s age or
country of access. As such, our results suggest that data breaches
expose users to lasting harms due to the lack of viable remediation
options.
Type of Device. Compared to users owning multiple types of
devices, we find that users who own only a personal computer
face slightly lower odds of targeting (0.90) and mobile-only users
face even lower risks of attack (0.80). This may be due to the socioeconomic (SES) factors affecting device ownership (i.e., lower SES
groups more likely to own only mobile or only desktop devices)
and attackers targeting wealthier groups. Device ownership may
also be correlated with technical savviness and online footprint;
users that only sign in from one type of device may sign up for less
online services and accounts, further reducing their likelihood of
being targeted.
Email activity. The odds of being targeted increase with the level
of engagement with Gmail. Active users face higher likelihoods of
being targeted, with those most frequently interacting with Gmail
being, on average, 5.18 times more likely to be targeted than an
inactive user. We speculate that this could be due to inactive accounts being set up with limited scope and/or having smaller online
footprints.

6

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our modelling has revealed several factors that correlate with the
likelihood of being targeted with email-based phishing and malware
attacks for Gmail users. The list identified is by no means exhaustive.
An important area for future work will be to use individual-level
data in order to identify more precise risk factors, develop predictive
models to identify targeted users, and evaluate their accuracy.
Secondly, given the shift in the type of attack over time, with
phishing attacks predominating from April 13 to July 20, and malware attacks predominating from July 20 to August 31, there is a
possibility that Emotet’s re-gained prominence could represent a
change in attack strategy, and hence, a change in the risk profile of
targeted users. Inspecting individual weekly odds ratios for each
covariate, one notable observation is that for users whose credentials were compromised, the weekly odds ratios of being targeted
pre 07/20—when phishing attacks predominate—are higher than
post 07/20, when malware attacks predominate (see Appendix, Figure 5). This suggests that attackers may make use of email accounts
and/or other identifying information from data breaches in phishing attacks more so than in malware attacks. No such separation
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User attribute

Treatment

Ref

Weekly Odds
µ
σ

USA
USA
USA

2.64
2.20
1.97

3.87
3.12
2.95

Country
of access

DR Congo
Australia
Netherlands
United
Kingdom
Belgium
Finland
Japan
Lesotho
Spain
Denmark

USA

1.65

1.65

USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

1.58
1.57
1.32
1.22
1.15
1.14

2.86
2.93
1.19
1.50
1.12
0.77

Age

25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

18–24
18–24
18–24
18–24
18–24

1.29
1.50
1.63
1.64
1.50

0.15
0.29
0.38
0.43
0.44

Two factor auth?
Recovery setup?

Yes
Yes

No
No

1.34
2.34

0.12
0.32

In data breach?

Yes

No

5.20

4.43

Desktop only?
Mobile only?

Yes
Yes

No
No

0.95
0.80

0.16
0.12

Email
activity

Low
Medium
High

Inactive 1.54
Inactive 2.84
Inactive 5.18

0.23
0.49
1.68

Table 5: Odds of being targeted by phishing or malware according to a logistic regression model. We report the average
(µ) and standard deviation (σ ) of the odds ratios, aggregated
over each week of our analysis.

is observed among any of the other covariates. Although we cannot directly compare effect sizes between weekly models [42], an
interesting line of inquiry for future work would be to investigate
whether the effect of our covariates differs by attack type, or more
subtly, per campaign.
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CONCLUSION

We presented a global measurement study of Gmail consumer users
who are presently most at-risk of email-based phishing and malware attacks. We shed new light on the scale and reach of attack
campaigns, and identify several factors that correlate with a higher
risk of being targeted by attackers. We identified several stable
factors that have a bearing on an invididual’s risk level, including
age, locality, device classes, and even prior security incidents. Our
results represent a first step towards empirically identifying at-risk
user populations and the promise of tailoring protections to those
users that need it most. We hope that future work will build on
these insights to add a richer understanding of which factors influence risk, as well as to establish a minimum threshold for who
needs high-friction protections.
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APPENDIX
Localization, Phishing vs. Malware
We present the localization of phishing and malware attacks in Table 6 and Table 7 respectively, limited to the top 10 regions targeted
by each class of attack. While we find evidence of localization for phishing, such as in France, Japan, and Brazil, malware appears more
indiscriminate in their targeting.
Country

English

Dutch

French

Japanese

Portuguese

Spanish

Other

Australia
Canada
India
United Kingdom
United States

98.0%
94.0%
97.6%
97.4%
97.4%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%

0.3%
3.1%
0.1%
0.4%
0.3%

0.4%
0.8%
0.5%
0.3%
0.5%

0.1%
0.3%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

0.3%
0.5%
0.1%
0.2%
0.3%

0.8%
1.3%
1.6%
1.4%
1.3%

Netherlands
France
Japan
Brazil
Spain

89.6%
36.0%
19.5%
29.1%
80.2%

8.6%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%

0.4%
62.2%
0.0%
0.1%
1.4%

0.3%
0.4%
78.9%
0.2%
0.2%

0.1%
0.1%
0.0%
70.1%
0.3%

0.2%
0.3%
0.0%
0.2%
15.9%

0.8%
0.9%
1.5%
0.3%
1.7%

Other

73.5%

0.2%

2.3%

1.2%

0.5%

6.4%

15.8%

Table 6: Localization of phishing attacks against the top 10 countries (ranked by phishing email volume, in terms of the
proportion of emails sent to each country).

Country

English

Dutch

French

Italian

Spanish

Swedish

Other

Australia
India
United Kingdom
United States

90.0%
97.9%
96.8%
92.4%

0.0%
0.2%
0.1%
0.3%

8.9%
1.1%
1.3%
1.8%

0.1%
0.0%
0.1%
0.4%

0.0%
0.1%
0.0%
0.1%

0.0%
0.0%
0.1%
0.2%

1.0%
0.6%
1.6%
4.8%

Belgium
Netherlands
France
Italy
Spain
Sweden

97.1%
80.8%
98.9%
91.9%
70.6%
67.3%

0.1%
4.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

2.0%
13.2%
0.5%
0.8%
27.3%
21.1%

0.0%
0.1%
0.0%
0.7%
0.0%
0.0%

0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
1.0%
0.1%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
9.5%

0.7%
1.6%
0.5%
6.3%
1.1%
1.9%

Other

86.6%

0.2%

7.4%

0.2%

1.0%

0.2%

4.4%

Table 7: Localization of malware attacks against the top 10 countries (ranked by malware email volume, in terms of the proportion of emails sent to each country).
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Weekly Model Odds
We present the distribution of odds ratios in Figure 5, where each week represents a single point. We distinguish two periods: “Predominantly
phishing” covering 04/07/2020 - 07/20/2020 shown in blue, and “Predominantly malware” covering 07/27/2020 - 08/31/2020 shown in red
(dates are inclusive). The plot is annotated with significance (p < 0.01) and boxplots to emphasize the distribution. For readability, we separate
the y-axis ranges; note the different scaling factors.

Figure 5: Odds ratio for weekly logistic regression models, with box plots denoting the median and first and third quantiles.

